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 Buenos Aires is behind us. Gone is “this wretched life”, the   
    uninspiring lectures, the papers and medical exams. All of Latin America 
    is ahead of us. From now on we only trust in “The Mighty One.” … I am  
    glad we’ve left “civilization” behind and are now a bit closer to the land.       A break from the film text is needed here to discuss the language Guevara and Granado use in the film as well as the phrases in Guevara’s diary.    The plan of the trip is beautiful in its simplicity. Guevara merely states an amount of time, a distance in kilometers and an improvised route along and through an entire continent. There are no points A and B in this arrangement. Indeed, their journey will be the aforementioned, and as yet unanalyzed, line between the two points.    Conversations about Guevara’s status in medical school alerts the viewer that Che is very close to finishing his studies. However, he makes it clear that “the uninspiring lectures, the papers and medical exams” are considered a “wretched 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life” in comparison to the thought of exploring Latin America. Thus, the three aforementioned objectives are achieved: 1) a form of domesticity or stasis has been acknowledged (a promising medical career in Buenos Aires); 2) a value judgment has been made (between staying and going); and 3) the mobile lifestyle has been actively chosen over continued sedentariness.    Further proof of Che’s preference for the road over medical school is seen in both the film and his diary. Guevara’s father chides Che in the opening scene of the film for leaving on a trip with only one semester of medical school remaining. Che assures his father that it can wait and not be affected, which gains a sly smile from his mother. Che’s father still argues the pragmatism of the point, but as the two men prepare to say farewell to each other the father’s displeasure at Che’s leaving dissipates and his true feelings about the trip emerge.     Father: Tough times are ahead. But to tell the truth, I’ve always      dreamt of doing something like this. I confess that if I were a few years     younger I’d climb on that motorcycle with you.     Che: Imagine I’m doing it for both of us.    While he assuages his father, Che notes in his diary a separate encounter along the road where his decision is adamantly derided by a friend of Alberto’s.      …stopping next in Necochea…receiving a genial welcome from the    friend [of Alberto] and a not so genial welcome from his wife who had    spotted the danger in our resolutely bohemian ways. ‘You have only      one year left before you qualify as a doctor and yet you’re going away?    You have no idea when you’ll be back? But why?’      We couldn’t give precise answers to her desperate questions      and this horrified her. (Guevara 2004, p. 38). 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 Granado’s desire to resist domestic norms is also seen in these first few minutes of film action. He speaks of parties, exotic women and refusal to end up a fat man sitting alone in a quiet café whose greatest challenge seems to be staying awake. Guevara confirms the parallel mindset of the two travelers as he speaks in voiceover just after Granado makes an example of the portly café patron: What we 
had in common: our restlessness, our impassioned spirits, and a love for the open road. Che reaffirms this mindset later in the trip in his diary.      I now know, by an almost fatalistic conformity with the facts      that my destiny is to travel, or perhaps it’s better to say that traveling     is our destiny, because Alberto feels the same. (ibid, p. 45, emphasis      added).    Returning to the film, the two friends camp along the road for the first few days as they motor towards their first stop on the adventure, Miramar. This stopover introduces us to a new character. Chichina, Guevara’s girlfriend at the time, lived in this port town, six hundred kilometers south by southwest from their point of departure in Buenos Aires. She comes from a much richer family than either of the travelers. This is evidenced as the scene opens on a perfectly manicured estate lawn that displays what would be more aptly called a two‐story castle than a house. The gaudy architecture of the manor and the landscaping even prompt Granado to say on screen, “Where the fuck are we, Switzerland?”    The juxtaposition of the smoking, foul smelling bike carrying dust caked riders is made even more stark by the cut to a lavish dinner party. The ambiance is fit with candelabras, a grand piano, maids and servants, and what appears to be a 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rival suitor telling Chichina’s father about a recent trip to Cambridge and London where he attended various seminars. When Che and Mial ascertain that his doctorate is in law, not medicine, they chide him subtly yet sarcastically.    The sound of a piano being played moves the action into the large living room for dancing. Granado, suave on the dance floor, whirls Chichina around for a few songs. Guevara, shy in this social setting, is eventually dragged into a tango with his significant other. As she guides him through some steps their passion for one another is revealed.     Che: Tonight?     Chichina: Dad asked Aunt Rosana not to let me out of her sight. And      Mom promised the Virgin that she’d walk to her sanctuary if we break      up.     Che: Don’t your parents realize that the deeper you bury the        diamonds, the more determined the pirate is to take them?     Chichina: Believe me, this diamond wouldn’t mind being taken.    Granado has literally tangoed out of the room and out of sight with one of the attractive maids. Not so lucky is Guevara, who shortly learns that his sleeping quarters will not be near Chichina, but rather out on that nice lawn in his tent.    In the next scene, Che and Chichina are seen walking together around the estate while Mial laments on a rock wall. The two men speak as they later do some maintenance on the motorcycle. Granado is frustrated that their two‐day layover has turned into a six‐day pleasure stay. He urges his younger companion to say his farewells to Chichina and continue the trip. The next day Che and Chichina drive one of the family’s cars into the woods to be intimate. 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 Chichina: (as she pushes him away) If you stayed we could do many      things, Ernesto, but only if you stayed.      Che: That didn’t sound so good.     Chichina: What do you want to hear? That I’ll wait for you?     Che: I told you I’m coming back.     Chichina: (sarcastically) I have the dog to prove it.     Che: You don’t like him?     Chichina: What do you want, Ernesto? What do you want to hear?      That I’ll wait forever, that I’ll wait months on end for you to return?    A goodbye follows in the next scene as Mial jumps on the motorcycle behind Che, who is locked in a kiss with a tearful Chichina. They give thanks for the hospitality and both men, one excited and the other torn, rumble off the impeccable lawn and into the remote hills and valleys of Patagonia.    The landscape is bleak, rugged, vast. The frigid tops of the Andes call from afar. The winding dirt roads beneath the bike bounce the travelers along, two bits of tumbleweed blowing across primitive surroundings. Che’s voice: Each moment 
seems split in two: melancholy for what is left behind, and the excitement of entering a 















which Guevara argues with his parents about taking the trip. He, his parents and his four siblings are present, all clean cut, well dressed and sitting around a dining table littered with abundant food and drink, a further clue to Guevara’s elevated socio‐economic situation.    Second, the next scene cuts to Che playing rugby. This shows that despite being “occasionally asthmatic” he is in good physical condition to undertake a long journey that may require a good deal of physicality. In addition, Guevara and Granado’s physical prowess paid them direct returns. In one entry from Che’s diary, he describes a scene in which he and Mial hitched a ride to train station out of money and very hungry.      There we encountered a group of laborers practicing for a football   match with a rival team. Alberto took a pair of running shoes out of his   backpack and started to sound off. The result was spectacular. We were   signed up for the match on the following Sunday; in return: food, board and   transport to Iquique (Guevara 2004, p. 83).   Their skills on the playing field resulted in accumulation of much needed goods.   Third, Che introduces both men in voiceover by name, age, nickname and area of specialty. We find out that Granado is a biochemist and Guevara is a medical student specializing is leprosy. When this fact is put forth, Che is seen rather anecdotally pulling a skull out of his backpack on the subway, much to the confusion of his fellow passengers. This informs viewers that not only are these men educated, but that they have specialized knowledge in fields of medicine. As will be seen later, this education was used as a bartering tool many times to gain lodging, food and other helpful items that kept their trip in motion. 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decent meal on which to dine so that they might continue their unbelievably important research. While the diaries mention that this method had a measure of success, the film finds them resorting to blatant honesty; their tent has flown off, it is cold outside and they have not had much to eat. Anything that could be spared is appreciated. The result: nights in barns out of the wind and some small meals free of charge.    The next scenario sees Guevara and Granado step up their audacity several fold. In response to criticism about his bold honesty, Che stops walking the motorcycle and parks it in front of the local newspaper of Temuco, Chile, the town the men have just entered. Not sure what he is up to, Granado follows his friend into the newspaper building. The next scene cuts to the two men again, now lying down and being woken up in the morning by a boy selling the day’s local newspapers in the street. Their ploy is revealed moments later as Granado walks the bike astride Che reading the following story:     Yesterday afternoon, Temuco was honored by the arrival of two of the   most prestigious leprosy experts in South America. Dr. Alberto Granados [a   misspelling that annoys Mial] from Cordoba and Dr. Ernesto Guevara de la   Serna from Buenos Aires, have embarked on an epic journey from their   native soil to the northern tip of Venezuela. The charismatic scientists –   adventurers, experts in their field, have treated over 3000 patients across the   continent. They expect to complete their marathon‐trek in a record‐setting   five months, just in time to celebrate the youthful Dr. Granados’ thirtieth   birthday.     With the motorcycle reaching its limit of functionality this drastic action was warranted. The fact that they could wax philosophic on many medical topics, including extensive knowledge on leprosy made the gambit extremely plausible. 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Because of this news article, they were able to convince a local mechanic to repair their motorcycle free of charge. They convinced him he was doing it for the benefit of mankind. Perhaps he was in a way, but truly it was their motility capital that provided a boon when it was needed most to keep the trip moving forward. As Guevara notes in his diary, “no longer a pair of more or less likable vagrants with a bike in tow; no, we were now ‘The Experts,’ and we were treated accordingly” (Guevara 2004, p. 59).   Lastly, Guevara and Granado use their suave ways of persuasion to satisfy their baser instincts while procuring the usual duo of food and lodging. Even with the repairs made by the previously duped mechanic, the motorcycle fails them again. The next scene has the men pushing rather than riding the bike into another Chilean town where they encounter two young women at a restaurant. After some playful introductions, they begin another prearranged dialogue:     Mial: Do you know what day it is?     Jazmín: February 26.     Mial: February 26. Sounds unbelievable, but it’s been a year.      Jazmín: A year since what?     Che: One year since we started this trip.      Mial: One year and we’re flat broke, we can’t even celebrate. What a      shame.     Daniela: Why don’t you let us treat you to a bottle of wine?   As the young woman calls for the wine, Che implants part two of the riff to produce a meal as well…     Che: Girls, don’t be offended, but I can’t drink wine.      Daniela: Why couldn’t you drink just a bit?     Mial: There’s an old custom in Argentina…     Che: No, Mial, please don’t… 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 Just as importantly, the two travelers will have to continue to rely on moorings. Moorings of all kinds can be seen along the way in the film. The train stations, farmhouses and barns in which they have slept constitute these fixed elements of mobility. Without a tent, the pair has relied on such things for lodging. Now, without a mechanized form of personal transportation, other infrastructural moorings must be utilized to move forward. To leave town after saying farewell to “La Poderosa” Guevara and Granado head down a dirt road. A little ways down they are able to hitch a ride in the back of a truck. The shot cuts to the pair in the cab of a different truck, suggesting they were able to procure several rides along the way to Valparaiso.      Valparaiso was a destination for Guevara and Granado because they were expecting some funds to come via the mail. An element of their motility, as discussed earlier, was their relative wealth and the wealth of their families. Mial is seen opening an envelope from Che’s mother. While the amount is not announced, the visual suggests it is substantial to replenish their empty wallets for a while. Without it, the trip could be in jeopardy. Thus, once again an element of their collective motility, the wealth of their families, keeps their dream trip alive.      To end the chapter it must be pointed out that motility and moorings are inextricably intertwined. There are at least four ways in which the two terms have complimented each other in this chapter alone. All four demonstrate that without motility capital, the mooring is rendered useless. Likewise, without the mooring in place, no amount of motility would suffice to extend the life of the journey. 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 First, when pushing the bike into Temuco, Che is struck by the idea to publicize their “medical mission” in the local newspaper with hopes of convincing the locals of an elevated importance. Both motility and moorings are crucial here. Without the extensive medical knowledge to back the claim (not to mention the audacity to attempt such a scheme) the plan would not have worked. Likewise, without an established, trusted source such as the local daily newspaper the plan would have not come to fruition.    A second time when moorings and motility worked in conjunction to benefit the protagonists was with the Temuco mechanic. Using the recently acquired newspaper – which, effectively is now also a piece of their motility capital – Guevara and Granado convince a local mechanic to fix their bike free of charge. Having no money, it was the newspaper article, and that alone, that convinced the mechanic to work pro bono. However, it was the mechanic himself, a mooring, which enabled the trip to continue. The newspaper article alone could not fix the motorcycle. It needed to be paired with a mooring.    Third, the various other schemes the duo used to procure food and lodging give credence to the motility/mooring conjunction. It was demonstrated in this paper that the men, especially Granado, would employ elaborate schemes to convince people along the way to help them when they were low on rations and money. Akin to the newspaper needing a mechanic, each of these rehearsed scenarios needed a willing actor with goods to provide for their motility to be 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relevant. Moorings such as barns to sleep in and a meal with attractive sisters were only acquired after employment of their sometimes devilish scheming.    Lastly, the hitched ride that brings them to the port city of Valparaiso, Chile is evidence of this connectivity. The city’s post office works as a mooring. Without a postal service and a central postal office in place, Guevara and Granado, not to mention everyone else, would have no way of pre‐arranging a drop of money from their families. The motility of their financial means to take the trip paired with the mooring of a way to deliver it to them in a specified location of the post office has once again extended the life of the journey indefinitely.         It is clear that both motility and moorings played hugely important and connected roles in making the trip a viable success. 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Chapter 4 Forced Mobility   A rickety trolley car cranks and lowers down a steep track between a mosaic of rusted tin rooftops. Two friends sit in silence. The trolley descends into darkness and the scene emerges framing Guevara contemplating a letter he has just received at the post office. Money has come from his mother, but also a letter from Chichina has arrived. The somber mood, zero dialogue and the shot surrounding Che with a vast oceanscape all clue the viewer in that this is a letter of farewell. A terse exchange passes between the friends asking if the other is ready to go and quickly Valparaiso is behind them.    Granado has lost his beloved motorcycle, Guevara his lover. The film shifts to a starker mood. Reflected in this heavy tone is the subject matter of this chapter, forced mobility. As I will consequently demonstrate as the description of the film text resumes, mobility that is forced is distinct from mobility that is chosen. Or, as stated by Cresswell (2010), if one chooses to be mobile one’s experience is vastly different from another who is forced into movement over the same path. Guevara and Granado share the same path as actors that are forced to do so multiple times in the forthcoming section. As the section ends I will deconstruct those scenes to highlight the many ways in which their experiences differ from those they encounter along the way.   With the motorcycle this may have been a bumpy but bearable trek. On foot, this terrain is a severe physical test. Granado, whose weight is a running joke in the 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film, is insulted by the idea that he cannot make the crossing. The two travelers have a mocking exchange, followed by a renewed sense of vigor, or perhaps vain pride, as they pick up the pace to prove to each other whom is the tougher man.    Dusk settles in, and the two men are but miniature silhouettes surrounded by an empty landscape. A truck saunters past, raising their hopes of respite from walking. However, it does not stop. They curse it as it rumbles past. In the dust of the passing truck, Guevara and Granado encounter another pair of travelers on the road. They introduce themselves.   The scene cuts to a modest fire of sticks. This place provides precious little in the way of fuel. It is enough to make some mate, a traditional Argentinian drink that Guevara and Granado have consumed throughout the trip.    Granado hands over a map to the newly encountered couple. The man points out from where he and his wife have come and where they are going. They tell their story to our protagonists.       Man: We didn’t have much, just some tough, dry land.      Wife: It belonged to his grandpa.     Man: It was ours. Until a land speculator forced us off.     Wife: That’s what they call progress.      Man: So we had to leave our son with family and hit the road, looking      for work, trying to escape from the police who wanted to toss us in      jail.      Mial: Why?     Wife: Because we are communists.      Man: Now we’re going to a mine. If we’re lucky, I’ll find some work. It’s     so dangerous, they don’t care what party you belong to.      Wife: Are you two looking for work?     Che: No, we’re not looking for work.      Wife: No? Then why are you traveling?     Che: We travel just to travel. 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 The scene moves to Che and Mial now walking those same roads up a steep grade. Granado, again the butt of jokes about being out of shape, flops onto the side of the road.     Mial: (To Che, out of breath) Fuser… This is not humanly possible.   The camera, in one continuous take, pans left and down the hill to a man approaching at a steady clip. He is an indigenous man, native to these mountains. He carries three full satchels and is wearing sandals. He strides past the exhausted protagonists without breaking his gait, much to the viewer’s amusement and Granado’s chagrin.    After many scenes of natural landscapes, Guevara and Granado enter Cuzco, “the heart of America”, and encounter many local inhabitants who share bits of their culture and history with the travelers.  
  After this cultural exchange, the background changes drastically yet again. The imposing stone walls and ornate church facades of Cuzco are traded for the lush, verdant hills above the city. Guevara and Granado are on the move, again on foot, and greeting the passing farmers as they go. One farmer they meet tells a story of hardship similar to that of the couple with whom they shared a fire in the desert.       Farmer: I was working for a time on some land. And the landlord      kicked me off the land. I was doing my work and he threw me out.      Che: How’d he throw you out? Did he bring police?      Farmer: Yes, he brought the police. Because he’s rich, he’s got lots of      money. He wants me to vacate his land, to get out.      Mial: Once it was already productive. 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 Then Alberto engages Che in a revolutionary idea.     Mial: Fuser, here’s my idea; I’ll marry an Inca descendant. We’ll start      an indigenous party…encourage the people to vote, reactivate Tupac      Amaru’s revolution, the Indo‐American revolution, Fuser. How’s that      sound?     Che: A revolution without guns? It would never work, Mial.    Again, to Che’s thoughts: How is it possible to feel nostalgia for a world I never 
knew?    Guevara is reflective as he sits among the remnants of an empire now void of human life. Had he not journeyed to this place, he could not have understood the grandeur, the isolation or the tragedy of this once powerful society. It is fitting, then, that this is one of several scenes in which Guevara is seen with his diary open, pen in 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 In a sense, these ‘living photographs’ provide the viewer with Guevara’s idea of what it means to be void of mobility capital. Each shot renders the subject or subjects deathly still, fixed in his memory just as they are fixed in their station in life. Ironically, it is Guevara’s ability to move across the landscape that allows him to instill so many indelible images of fixity in his mind and, concomitantly, on our screen.    The poignant scene cuts to Che and Mial making rounds at the hospital where Dr. Pesce works. Since both men are interested in the treatment of leprosy, Dr. Pesce and his working environs were sought.    Not much screen time is spent in the hospital, as the scene cuts to Pesce’s home and a large dinner with Che, Mial and his wife and children. The house is clean 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and ornate. Many books spill over the shelves in the background. Dr. Pesce is a simple, but wealthy and educated man. He retrieves one book in particular for Che and Mial to read. It is a novel he has written; the great love of his life, after his wife, he assures them. They agree to read the tome and give their feedback upon their departure.    The film wastes no time getting to this next transition point, as the next scene cuts to a crude dockyard. Local merchants carry their produce towards a boat at the end of a rusted, elevated pier. Small one‐story, piecemeal shacks crowd into every space available along the waterline save the tiny dock. The town is Pucallpa, Peru. The body of water on which the boat rests is the Ucayali River, a large tributary of the Amazon. Thanks to a pair of tickets provided by Dr. Pesce, this boat will transport Guevara and Granado to the San Pablo Leper Colony where the hospital staff send the most serious cases of leprosy in the region to be treated. The trek to the colony will take five days. It is the 25th day of May 1952. The journey has almost eclipsed nine thousand kilometers. The boat departs for the heart of the Amazon.   This is not the first watercraft that Guevara and Granado have utilized on their trip. Earlier on, in an attempt to save money and gain miles, the pair stowed away on a commercial vessel transporting fruit and other goods along the Chile‐Peru coast. It is here that a discovery of their life’s purpose is shared:     At night…we would look out over the immense sea, full of white‐  flecked and green reflections, the two of us leaning side by side on the railing,   each of us far away, flying in his own aircraft to the stratospheric regions of   his own dreams. There we understood that our vocation, our true vocation, 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relative luxury, newly clothed, comfortable and on a high perch looking down towards a mishmash of humanity and commercial goods, spackled together on a small boat as if they are all the same thing. Che can walk away, while they have no space to move amongst themselves. Here the viewer encounters both Che’s mobility leading to discovery of yet more unjust conditions and also of forced mobility, as the riders of the smaller boat must move down river to find work and sell their goods and make a living.    The next day as Che continues to scribble in his journal, his breathing becomes labored. He is having an asthma attack. His anxiety over the attack worsens, as he cannot find his small medical bag. He collapses on the floor of the ship, unable to breath. Luckily, his dear friend Mial comes to his rescue with a shot of adrenaline. Granado stays by his side until he is sure his friend will be all right.    As night falls again, with his friend safe in bed, Mial returns to his carnal desires. When Che fell ill, the first person to help him up was an attractive young woman. Mial extends his thanks to her and inquires what her role on the boat is. After some playful banter about the uncannily similar sex organs of river dolphins to that of a woman, he surmises that she is a prostitute, and appeals to Che for the fifteen dollars Chichina gave him in Miramar.      Mial: I need the fifteen dollars, Fuser.     Che: What?     Mial: Her name is Luz. She told me a story of a fish the Indians fuck      and kissed me, I’m so horny I could explode.      Che: I spent them. 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 Mial: No, Fuser. Don’t bust my balls. We crossed a desert together, we      starved, froze, had accidents… My needs come before Chichina’s      bathing suit.      Che: I don’t have them. I gave them to the mining couple.    Not to be left unfulfilled, Granado enters into a game of blackjack with a single sol, the Peruvian currency unit. Luz, the reason for his gambling, stands behind another man at the table, but stays attentive to Granado’s playing. As the night wears on, he continues to win and draws a small crowd. By the time Che is well enough to see what the fuss is about, Mial has won sixty soles and the right to spend an evening with the object of his affection.    The river continues to wind along the verdant shores through rain and heat, day and night. Finally, modest sets of buildings appear on the riverbank. This is their destination: the San Pablo Leper Colony. It is the eighth day of June 1952. They have traveled 10,223 kilometers since leaving Buenos Aires.   Guevara and Granado’s host upon arrival is Dr. Bresciani. He is the head of the colony and a close friend of Dr. Pesce. He explains that the Amazon River cuts the colony into two halves. The patients live on the South bank. The men stand on the North bank, where they will lodge with the staff, doctors, nurses and a group of 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nuns among the various treatment buildings. While the buildings are basic, they are sturdily built and kept tidy. Those nearest the river stand on stilts and are connected by elevated wood plank pathways. Soon, the travelers are settled in and meeting the various characters that populate the colony’s treatment area. Mial is taken to the laboratory to help with some samples. Che is escorted to a room containing the patients with the worst cases of leprosy. They have been brought over from the South side for vigilant observation.    Later in the day Guevara and Granado are taken for a similar tour of the South bank. Dr. Bresciani informs them of the basic statistics of their destination.     Mial: Doctor, how many patients live on the South side?     Bresciani: Almost six hundred.     Mial: All Peruvian?     Bresciani: No, most are, but we have some from Colombia, Venezuela,      and other South American countries.     While staying with Dr. Pesce in Lima, Guevara and Granado had been told that the most serious cases of leprosy seen in the hospital in the Peruvian capital are sent to this colony. Dr. Pesce also mentions that families and employers, fearful of contracting the disease themselves, are mainly the agents that mandate such movement. In other words, the leper colony is home to an entire population of forced mobilities. These sick individuals cannot maintain their place in ‘civilization’ and are forced as outcasts into the depths of the jungle to live among others of their kind. This separation from ‘society’ lives on even here, as Dr. Bresciani explains some of the rules of visiting the leper’s side of the river. 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 Bresciani: I suggest you wear these gloves. Although leprosy is not      contagious under treatment, the nuns are quite insistent on this point.      Che: If it’s not contagious, then it’s just symbolic, right?     Bresciani: Yes, I’m just telling you so you don’t make any mortal      enemies.      Che: You know what, Doctor, you’ll excuse us, but we’re not going to      wear them.      Bresciani: Don’t say I didn’t warn you.    As expected, this point does not go over well with the Mother Superior. She chides the men for breaking procedure, which they brush off with a joke. They continue their tour with the doctor. The lepers continue their daily routines. They have adapted to their new lives, by building their own houses, farming and raising animals.    The walking tour proceeds to the hut of a rebellious patient named Silvia. She refuses a surgery that is the last hope in saving her infected arm. Che asks if he can enter and speak with her. As he begins, his breathing is heavy. His asthma is flaring again. Silvia does not have much to offer for pity; her painful, infected arm lies between them. Guevara insists it is not so bad to have bad lungs. It got him out of military service. He will not have to clean anyone’s boots.    Silvia inquires, “Is that why you became a doctor? Because you’re sick?”    “Maybe,” Che replies. “The first word I learned was injection. I want to be useful somehow.”   Silvia assures Che he is wasting his time. She thinks life is pain from which there is no escape. While he agrees in part, Che advises, “You gotta fight for every 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breath, and tell death to go to hell.” The two share a silence, and then Che departs, not knowing if she will accept the badly needed surgery.    Back across the river, after dinner in a large mess hall with the whole staff, all white clad and chattering, Guevara and Granado sit in their quarters reading and writing in journals. Che’s stare is fixed on the far bank of the river, the South bank. Granado shares the good news that Dr. Bresciani is going to write him a letter of recommendation to work as a resident in the Cabo Blanco Hospital in Caracas, Venezuela. Che is too preoccupied to rejoice for his friend. His mind is elsewhere.      Mial: What’s wrong, Fuser?     Che: Have you seen the river?     Mial: Of course.     Che: It segregates the ill from the healthy.    His gaze stays fixed across the flowing divider. This expanse of water prevents the patients’ access to those without their malady. Their motility capital is all but nil. But for the mooring of a dock and regular visits by the doctors, the residents of the South bank of the river would be completely isolated. Guevara and Granado, on the other hand, have utilized their motility to its fullest capacity to be here. Years of study in the area of leprosy have both earned them the right to visit as well as the respect of the patients who are being cared for. What’s more, their relationship with Dr. Pesce enabled them to pay the fare necessary to travel to this remote spot and gained them a trusted letter of recommendation to Dr. Bresciani. The lepers were sent here with no choice in the matter. Che and Mial fought to get 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here by using all their abilities. It is striking to see yet again that the same place can be arrived at by diametrically opposite paths.    The next day a thunderstorm washes over the colony. In the operating room we find Dr. Bresciani, assisted by Guevara and another nurse. The patient on the table is Silvia. She has decided to have the surgery. She winces through painful injections that anesthize her arm as Guevara talks her through the procedure. The scene cuts to her recovering in a mosquito net covered bed. Guevara is next to her talking of the things he misses from home, namely his mother and four siblings. He falls asleep at her bedside.    This scene gives way to Che caring for a different patient. The young Argentine is now swabbing the ankle of Papa Carlito, the South bank’s community leader. He advises the leper to wear shoes next time he plays soccer and also to extend an invitation to his caretaker.    After this, we see Che on the roof of one of the new houses being constructed by the patients. He is helping nail the palm thatching in place. Granado is helping tie the fronds together and handing them up to the roofers. Later, the entire staff engages in an impromptu drumming jam session and a spirited game of soccer. The longer the travelers stay in this place, the more involved they are getting in all aspects of the patients’ lives.    The following scene exemplifies just how much the two young Argentinians mean to the patients of the colony. From the day they set foot onto the Amazonian shores of San Pablo, neither Guevara nor Granado had paid heed to the arbitrary 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rules set out by the Mother Superior, Sor Alberto. One rule included attending Sunday Mass in order to receive the evening meal. Since neither man went to Mass, the nuns dishing out the food abstain from feeding Che and Mial. The two brash travelers confront the Mother Superior.     Che: We’d like to eat, if possible.      Mial: We deserve to eat like everybody else.      Sor Alberto: But you didn’t go to mass.      Che: No.     Sor Alberto: So, how do you expect to feed the body if you haven’t first     fed the soul?     Mial: Ma’am, it’s unchristian to deny us food!     Sor Alberto: We have rules in this house, and they have to be followed.      Che: I didn’t see any rulebook.     Mial: Neither did I. I think if I find it, I’ll eat it.    The shot cuts to Che, hungry and defeated, sitting on a stump and reading over his journal. An arm drops into the scene with a bowl of food. It is Silvia, the cantankerous patient whom Che convinced to allow surgery to save her arm. Within a few seconds, several other patients are approaching Guevara with similar bowls. They have all stolen an extra ration to give to their foreign doctor comrade.    After this, Che and Mial return to their side of the river and their bunks. Their time in San Pablo winding down, Mial has news to share. He has been offered a job at the hospital in Caracas. As he mulls over the decision, he asks what his friend’s plans are. Will he return to Buenos Aires? Will he finish medical school? Che states that he isn’t sure and that if he can find a way back he plans on it, probably anyway. Granado, in light of this job news, offers Guevara the opportunity to join him in the Venezuelan capital. Guevara, expectedly by this point, is resistant to the idea of a life 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of stasis. While Mial waxes romantic about settling down, finding a nice girl and setting up a medical practice, Che seems uncomfortable even discussing the future. He has seen too much to sit still. He must stay mobile. He is not sure for what or to where exactly yet, but he knows he must resist once again the tenets of domesticity.      The culmination of Guevara and Granado’s time at the colony is a going away party thrown by the staff on the North side of the river. Everyone is having a good time, drinking, dancing to the music. Full of energy, and probably also full of alcohol, Mial decides to play a prank on his traveling companion.      Mial: (To Che, as the music changes) Hey! This is the tango you danced     in Miramar.      Che: (a bit drunk) I like it.     Mial: Did you notice? You know how to dance to this one.      Che: This one’s a bit fast, isn’t it?     Mial: You dance it perfectly, and I think there’s a young lady interested     in dancing with you.     Che: (as the camera pans right to a pretty girl and then back) I should      ask her, right?     Mial: The bird of youth flies away and doesn’t come back. Fly, man, fly!   With bravado, and thinking he knows the steps, Che asks the young girl to dance what he thinks is a tango. He confirms she knows how to dance and then begins an awkward set of steps, noting that the version he knows is played to slower music. Soon Che realizes, with the whole room laughing including the seated nuns, that the appropriate dance is actually the Mambo and that he has been had.    The embarrassment does not linger long luckily, per screen time anyway, as the shot quickly cuts to everyone at the party encircling Guevara and singing happy 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birthday to him. He is twenty‐four years old. Dr. Bresciani sums up the feelings of the entire staff in a thank you statement to both men:     I think it’s the perfect time to let Ernesto and Alberto know how   grateful we are to them. Not only for having come here, but also for the   enthusiasm and dedication they have shown towards San Pablo’s patients   during their three weeks with us. To show our appreciation, we have a little   surprise for you. Tomorrow we’re going to give you a raft so that you can   continue your trip. This raft will be named after tonight’s newly invented   dance: The Mambo‐Tango.    Up to this point, the two travelers did not have a clear idea of how they would leave the colony. As appreciation for their service, the staff of the colony built a raft and stocked it with fruits, chickens, mosquito netting and trinkets. Right when they need to be mobile again, this mooring appears due to the use of their knowledge and skills.    A rousing round of applause is followed by a call for a toast. The waiting crowd goes silent. Once Che begins to talk to the only sound between his pauses is the steady hum and heave of insects in the thick night air.      Che: Well…it’s my duty to thank you for this toast with something   more than usual conventions. But, in view of the shabby condition in which   we travel, all we have to offer you are words. Employing them, I’d like to   express my sincere thanks, to the entire staff of the colony, who, although   they barely know us, have shown their affection by celebrating my birthday   as if it were an intimate celebration of one of their own. Tomorrow we leave   Peru, so these words are also our farewell in which I’d like to remark how   grateful I am to the people of this country who have generously looked after   us again and again. I’d like to add something else, completely unrelated to   this toast. Don’t worry, I won’t dance. Even though we are too insignificant to   be spokesmen for such a noble cause, we believe, and this journey has only   confirmed this belief, that the division of America into unstable and illusory   nations is a complete fiction. We are one single mestizo race from Mexico to   the Strait of Magellan. And so, in an attempt to free ourselves from narrow‐  minded provincialism, I propose a toast to Peru and to a United America. 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Chapter 7 Conclusion   The main goal of this paper is to explore not just where or how people move, but why they do so. The structure of the paper was designed to compliment both the narrative flow of the film as well as a systematic construction of my argument as to why Che Guevara and Alberto Granado chose to be mobile. A single road film was chosen as the site of inquiry so that the proper attention into specific details could be paid.    Mobility as resistance was chosen to lead the argument. Even though I opted to omit any discussion of Che Guevara’s political life before or after the trip, his actions during the film as the main protagonist provide more than sufficient data to be examined. Indeed, many instances of resistance were identified during the course of this paper.    First, Guevara and Granado had steady careers in front of them if they had opted to stay where they were. They both had supportive families of relative wealth. They faced no religious or political persecution in their daily lives. Yet, they chose to flee. Logically, this is counter‐intuitive. This is why mobility as resistance is such a fascinating point of study. In the case presented here, it proves that a desire for terra 
incognita can and often times does outweigh a static life of comfort. This should come as no surprise. Explorers for centuries have set off into uncharted waters and unmapped lands on little more than rumors, legends and promises of wealth. The difference is that the wealth sought by Guevara and Granado was knowledge of their 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chapter was to illuminate the differences in what might otherwise appear to be similar paths of flight. I believe that describing scenes like the night Guevara and Granado shared with this couple fully achieve that aim.    Additionally, mobility as discovery is an idea that is paramount to this paper. Along their journey, Che Guevara and Alberto Granado discovered more than they had even anticipated. They discovered places formerly unknown to them. They discovered ideas brought to their attention by individuals for whom they had a great deal of respect. Most importantly, they discovered the reality of what daily life means to a plethora of souls with whom they share the grand continent of South America.    The diaries kept by the two men are the capsules of these grand discoveries. This is translated in the film by showing each man scribbling in his own journal at times when it is clear that new ideas are being worked over thoughtfully. Also, small glimpses into the diaries are given when Che speaks in voiceover, projecting his thoughts over the landscapes that he is contemplating. Most poignantly, drab flashes of black and white “living photographs” remind the viewer of Che’s perception of many of the disenfranchised people he has encountered along the way. Their colorless, static presence on the screen indicates his understanding that his freedom to move is not available to all. This is perhaps his greatest discovery of the trip.   Finally, the paper ends with a catch‐all chapter wherein all the types of mobility previously discussed are encountered. This is a fitting conclusion for both the film and this paper. Guevara is resistant to the separation, both physical and 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metaphorical, of the patients and the medical staff. He choses to be mobile, this time swimming across the Amazon River, to make the point that he does not accept the status quo. Also, he resists an offer from Granado to join Mial in Venezuela for a secure job. Che instead opts to keep moving.   The leper colony acted as a mooring because it was a destination point to be reached. It took all the motility capital Guevara and Granado could muster to reach this destination. They worked with Dr. Pesce to gain boat fare and letters of introduction. Granado applied his medical knowledge to save Guevara as Che fell ill on the boat to the colony. This is not to mention the various and sundry times the men employed their wits, skills and abilities much earlier in the trip just to put themselves in a position where traveling to the leper colony was a feasible option.    Forced mobility is on display very clearly at the leper colony. Every patient that resides there was sent there either because their case was too severe to treat in their homes or because a family member or employer mandated they be quarantined to the jungle. None of these patients chose to become ill, but as a consequence each was forced to move to this place.    Lastly, Guevara continues down a path of discovery. He is seen multiple times while at the colony writing in his journal and he has multiple flashes in his mind of the black and white “living photographs.” As Che contemplates the things he has seen, both in the leper colony and over the entire seven months of travel, the last scene in the film plays out. 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